
STEPHANIE
CHO
AKA STEPH
Webmaster

THEATRE EXPERIENCE
Stage Management:
-Old Bailey Alumni Network (SM)
-Kipps: The New Half a Sixpence Musical (SM)
-Dogfight (DSM)
-The Winter's Tale (DSM)

Set:
-Partition (Set/TD)
-Equus (Co-set)
...
You know what, here's my camdram link:
https://www.camdram.net/people/stephanie-cho

WHO AM I
First year undergrad computer
science student in Churchill college
Addicted to stage management
Have also tried set
design/lighting/TD/sound
editing...etc
I stan Diana

CONTACT DETAILS:
scc88@cam.ac.uk
Instagram: @scsquare_zero
Facebook: Stephanie Cho (usually with
Diana in the icon)

RELEVANT EXPERIENCE
Basic Wordpress skills (for maintaining CUADC website)
Basic programming skills you'd expect from a Compsci (not too
much but hopefully sufficient)
Thorough understanding of current CUADC website (aka
exploring CUADC website as a form of procrastination)
Whatever will be taught in my computer science degree (I hope
that'll be useful...?)
Internal activities coordinator in my secondary school's student
union, chairperson/committee of some other societies (I know how
committees work, and I love working in one!)

I WANT TO:

There's a lot of great theatre resources online which
serve as a guide/introduction to newbies (read: me)!
The job guides and technical documents on CUADC
webpage, the CUADC wiki page linked from
Camdram etc. all provide a nice introduction to how
theatre works. I hope to let more people know that
these things exist and make sure they are
updated!

Promote the use of theatre online resources
CUADC WEBSITE AND CUADC WIKI

Personally I didn't know that the feeedback form
existed until I was one day clicking every single
link in CUADC webpage out of curiosity...
This is a tool with great potential and I'd love to see
it facilitate opinions being brought forward to
the committee.

Encourage the use of feedback form

FUN FACTS X3:
I've stage managed a show that
involved burning actual fire gel 
My coat made its stage debut earlier
than me
I'm addicted to reading CUADC
minutes (seriously, they're
interesting -- go read them!)
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2.
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CAMDRAM
Specifically for Camdram, I would like to encourage
the practice of posting applications both on
Facebook and on Camdram so the post will less
likely be missed.

Alternatively, this QR code should
(hopefully) also work:


